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STORM WATER EDUCATION/OUTREACH
Residential Low Impact Development Program
BACKGROUND
In July of 2012 WSU Whatcom County Extension entered into a contract with Whatcom County Public
Works to provide community outreach/education about residential landscaping practices. Traditional
residential landscaping practices, large expanses of lawn area with few trees and shrubs managed with
frequent irrigation and applications of synthetic fertilizer and pesticides, have been identified as one of
the activities contributing to excess runoff and phosphorus loading to sensitive watersheds and the Puget
Sound. Gardening Green teaches a natural approach to landscaping that uses native plants as the
foundation of the landscape, builds healthy soils that can provide plant nutrition, and storm water
filtering, and low impact maintenance strategies. This approach not only protects human and
environmental health but also benefits the gardener by saving time and money. The project seeks to alter
attitudes to foster sustained behavior change.
This project satisfies elements of the NPDES Phase II Requirements for public education and outreach
requirements (S.5.C.1.a. and b.) and enables items 5-8 to be checked “yes” in the NPDES Phase II annual
report. These requirements call for improvements in target audience understanding that residential
property/traditional landscaping is a major contributor to fresh and marine water pollution. The actions
undertaken by program participants demonstrates that once they are aware of the problem of storm
water’s negative impact on water quality they implemented changes in their landscaping design and
maintenance practices to solve this problem.
This project has met the following elements of the NPDES Phase II requirements through our in-person
community training: sustainable landscaping class, a public tour of three examples of sustainable
landscaping practices, and a diorama providing information on sustainable practices. University survey
results indicate a preference (75%) for people to learn online or on their own time. To expand the
outreach education’s audience, on-line/own time community training strategies are being designed.
Local gardeners were surveyed to inform the development of a WSU Whatcom County Extension
sustainable landscaping website. Four newsletter articles on techniques protective of water quality were
written and disseminated.
Particular audiences and subject areas targeted by this scope of work include:
 Educating the general public about impacts of storm water flows into surface waters, impacts
from impervious surfaces, source control BMP’s and environmental stewardship actions and
opportunities in the area of landscaping and buffers (S.5.C.1.a.i.);
 Education and outreach for homeowners on yard care techniques protective of water quality,
BMPs for use and storage of pesticides and fertilizers, and low impact development techniques
including site design, pervious paving, retention of forests and mature trees (S.5.C.1.a.iii.); and
 Measuring the understanding and adoption of the targeted behaviors for at least one targeted
audience in at least one subject area (S.5.C.1.b.);

PROJECT GOALS
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The purpose of the class is to increase community knowledge about sustainable landscaping practices,
increase on-the-ground changes in landscape design and maintenance practices, foster sustained
behavior change, and expand community capacity through class participant “payback” to larger
community.
To accomplish these goals, this project utilized two different strategies designed to ultimately reduce
water quality and quantity impacts to receiving water bodies associated with traditional residential
landscaping with the following outcomes:
 Increased community knowledge about the impacts of traditional landscaping practices on receiving
water bodies,
 Increased community knowledge about sustainable residential landscaping practices that can reduce
water quality/quantity impacts as well as other benefits to residential property owners (cost savings,
time savings, other health and environmental benefits).
 Increased number of on-the-ground landscaping best management practices being implemented;
 Knowledge about the extent to which strategies are implemented and associated outcomes achieved
(program evaluation); and
 Knowledge of possible changes that may increase program success and cost effectiveness.

PROJECT DESIGN
Three tasks were identified to meet the goals of the project. They focus on face to face community
training, online/own time community training, and the preparation of this technical memorandum.
Additional details on the approach/outcomes associated with each are provided in Table 1.
In addition to the project design information provided through Table’s 1 and 2, it should be noted that
there are many different definitions of sustainable landscaping. The one used for community outreach
efforts associated with this project is the UN’S World Commission on Environment and Development,
1987: “Sustainable development meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.”
A sustainable landscape protects human and environmental health:
 An attractive landscape that works with nature to manage storm water runoff and support natural
environmental systems including the water cycle by mimicking the function of vegetation and soil
in a natural forested condition;
 It is in balance with our local climate, and once established requires minimal resource inputs such
as fertilizer, pesticides, and water;
 It is a healthy landscape that invites and supports birds and beneficial insects that in return serve
as a natural pest management system;
 It provides benefits to the gardener through reduced maintenance, reduced costs (associated with
energy, water, and fertilizer/pesticide use), and reduced potential health impacts to people and
animals; and
 It is a landscape the meets the needs of the homeowner/family.

TASK 1: In Person Community Training and Evaluation
This task provided in-person training to community members using the following methods:
 Task 1a - Sustainable Landscape Class, Follow-up, and Other In-Person Education Workshops
 Task 1b – Diorama
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 Task 1c – Water Week Tour
 Task 1d – Evaluation
Table 1: Summary of Project Design and Outcomes
TASK 1a:
Comprehensive Classes

TASK 1b:
Diorama

TASK 1c:
Water Weeks Tour

TASK 1d:
Evaluation of Outcomes

Conduct a training class in 2012
following the framework
established by the 2009-2011
Gardening Green pilot classes.

Enhance the Sustainable
Living Diorama interpretive
display to provide more
detailed information.

Community training activities
were evaluated for changes in
knowledge, skills, and
commitment.

Participants take a “pledge”
identifying BMP’s they intended to
employ on their property.

Add an interactive element
to the Diorama to enrich
participants experience and
extend the time spent
exploring the display.

Organize a public tour of
three sustainable
landscapes.
 Property owners lead
each tour and share
their commitment for
sustainable landscaping.

Coordination with City & County
Lake Whatcom residential incentive
programs.
Follow-up with students and
educational outreach to the general
public.
Outcomes:
Participants will:
 Increase their knowledge of and
skills for applying sustainable
landscape practices.
 Implement on-the-ground
changes on their property to
reduce runoff and nutrient
loading to water bodies.
 Make a combined total of 150
contacts to the broader
community to assist them in
understanding & implementing
sustainable landscape practice.

Developed two brochures
to complement the
diorama.
1. Managing storm water,
reducing lawn size, and
actions to make the more
sustainable.
2. How Sustainable Is Your
Landscape quiz.
Outcomes:
Participants will:
 increase their awareness
and knowledge about
protecting water quality,
conserving water, natural
landscaping, conserving
energy, and reducing
waste.

Two handouts were
provided to tour
participants.
 The diorama (1)
brochure
 Write up about
sustainable features of
each site
Outcomes:
Participants will:
 Increase awareness and
knowledge about
sustainable landscaping.
 Be motivated by the
exposure to other
homeowner’s practicing
sustainability and
consider implementing
stewardship actions.

Performance measures:
 Knowledge about how
landscape practices can
impact runoff and nutrient
loading to water bodies.
 Benefits of sustainable
landscape practices.
 On-the-ground changes in
landscape design &
practices to reduce runoff
and nutrient loading to
water bodies.
Evaluation Methods:
 Post-class surveys
 On-the-Ground Changes:
site visits and self-reporting
(class), and follow-up survey
for pledge (class)
 Community Knowledge
Expansion: Survey
questions (diorama, WWW
tours).

Table 2: Summary of On-Line/Own Time Design and Outcomes
Task 2a:
Sustainable Landscaping Website

Task 2b:
Newsletter articles

Task 2c:
Evaluation

Extension survey of Master Gardeners and
past Gardening Green class participants
about topics of interest (content) of the
website and their preferred methods for
accessing information.

Four newsletter articles were written for
distribution to the community.
 Master Gardener’s monthly newsletter
 BBWARM
 Lake Whatcom website

Community training activities were
evaluated for changes in knowledge,
skills, and commitment.

The survey monkey was provided to other
agencies including Whatcom County to send
out to their mailing lists.
Outcomes:
Survey results were analyzed to inform the
development of the website and other
educational outreach activities.

Outcomes:
Expand the outreach population receiving
information about sustainable landscaping
and water quality protection.
Increase the knowledge about sustainable
landscaping practices.
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Performance measures:
 Knowledge about how landscape
practices can impact runoff and
nutrient loading to water bodies.
 Benefits of sustainable landscape
practices.
 On-the-ground changes in
landscape design & practices to
reduce runoff and nutrient loading
to water bodies.
Evaluation Methods:
 Survey questions and comments on
sites where newsletter articles are
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posted.

Table 3: Technical Memorandum
Task 3: Technical Memorandum






Describe actions on each task and the extent to which outcomes were achieved.
Summarize successes.
Suggestions for changes.
Make observations.
Inform future educational outreach efforts.

These tasks and outcomes were used to develop a logic model for the project that is provided in Table 4. The
model was useful in identifying short (learning), mid (behavioral), and long-term outcomes of the project that
would be used in the evaluation.
Table 4. Logic Model for Project ( Participants = people taking part in some aspect of this outreach project ).
Resources
Whacom Co.
Public Works:
Funding
WSU Extension:
Sue Taylor
Jill Cotton
Sue Blake
Equipment
Support Staff
Classroom space
Resources for a
Sustainable
Community:
Classroom space
Residential
Tours:
Sue Kenney
Sue Taylor
Dan Connick
Ruby Larive
Bonnie Goss
Kate Birr
Rich Sandeen
Benita Bowen
Darcy Allsop
Ronalee Kincaid
Fourth Corner
Nursery
Wholesale plants

Outputs/Activities

Audience

Short-term Outcome

Mid-term Outcomes

Long-term Outcomes

Conduct 1 Class
 Follow up
 BMP Pledge
 Payback projects
 Continuing
education activity
 Organize
landscape tours
 On-site
consultation
 Hands-on activities
& demonstrations
 Develop
curriculum
materials

Whatcom
County Residents

1 -Participants will
increase their knowledge
about Lake Whatcom
water quality & the link to
gardening activities

1 - Participants will
implement on-theground changes in their
landscape to manage
storm water, to reduce
runoff, practice low
impact maintenance,
use native & well
adapted plants

Participants’ actions will
promote watershed
stewardship activities in
neighbors

Enhance educational
impact of diorama
Conduct 3 public
tours of sustainable
landscapes for
Whatcom Water
Weeks
Conduct a survey to
inform a sustainable
landscaping website
Write 4 newsletter
articles on
sustainable
landscaping
strategies

Residents of
NPDES Phase II
areas

2 - Participants will
understand the
components of a
sustainable landscape &
it’s benefits to them and
water quality protection
3 - Participants will
understand strategies to
manage storm water on
their property
4 –Participants will
believe that their
individual actions can have
a positive impact on local
environmental issues
5 - Participants will feel
confident about their
understanding watershed
issues and the role of
gardening to protect water
quality
6 –Increase awareness,
knowledge and interest in
sustainable landscaping of
the general public

Provide sustainable
landscaping
presentations to
community groups
Follow-up assistance
for community
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2 -Participants, as early
adopters, demonstrate
that this approach to
landscaping can be
attractive, functional &
meet environmental
goals to neighbors
3 -Participant
interaction will
encourage and foster
commitment to
complete their
landscape changes and
sustain new behaviors
4 - Participants will
conduct community
outreach with a goal of
150 contacts
5 - The information
gathered in this pilot
project will increase the
effectiveness of
outreach educational
efforts

Participants outreach
efforts will contribute to
a change the current
social norms about the
‘ideal’ landscape with
large lawns to
sustainable landscapes
that require minimal
inputs & protect the
environment
Lake Whatcom water
quality will improve as
phosphorus loading
decreases
Policy makers will
support continued
outreach education to
enhance stewardship of
the watershed
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payback activities

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
Task 1a: Sustainable Landscape Class and Follow-up
Marketing Plan
Participant recruitment efforts encompassed both word-of-mouth from past participants and
advertisements on websites, blogs, and in the media. The class was also advertised as a Whatcom Water
Weeks activity. Other outlets include: Bellingham Herald, email notification of people who previously
expressed interest, Sudden Valley Community Association, Bellingham Neighborhood Associations, WSU
Whatcom Extension website, BBWARM website, Lake Whatcom Watershed website, KGMI’s Road to
Liberty blog and the Community Food Co-op. Resources for Sustainable Communities co-sponsored the
class and advertised it in their newsletter and website. City of Bellingham provided a written
announcement at the Permit Office and the Homeowners Incentive Program staff shared the
announcement with residents enrolled in HIP.
Participants were asked to identify where they heard about the class:
Resources website (2)
Shannon Maris Garden Blog(1)
Extension’s Weeder’s Digest (3)
On-line BBWARM(1)
Email from instructor(2)
Friend (2)
City of Bellingham (3)
Gardening Green Class
The sustainable landscape class was held on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 9:00-2:00, September 15October 1 of 2012. Four class sessions met at WSU Extension and two met at ReSources for Sustainable
Communities. Fourteen people signed up for the class. One person dropped out due to a family
emergency. Another was unable to attend half of the sessions due to the birth of her baby. She did
continue some participation including reading the class manual, completing homework assignments for
planning on-the-ground changes, and responding to May’s follow-up survey.
Each class session began with two classroom presentations followed by tours of sustainable landscapes
utilizing the strategies discussed in class or hands-on practice to increase student skills. Each topic builds
on the one before to create a landscape that is an emerging ecosystem that will eventually be selfsustaining without the need for inputs of supplemental water, fertilization, or use of pesticides. The skills
practiced are necessary for the creation of their own landscape master plan documenting their intended
changes in landscape design/maintenance to implement best management practices for water quality
protection and water quantity conservation.
A variety of teaching techniques were used to enhance student learning and community outcomes.
1. HEAR IT: Topics were presented as lectures using power points
2. SEE IT: Demonstrations, examination of garden products, and landscape tours to see the
strategies in place
3. DO IT: Hands-on activities and experiences applying sustainable strategies including: measuring
and drawing a basic site plan, site analysis, studying soil characteristics, identifying opportunities
for implementation of BMP’s, and use of a dichotomous key to identify native plants. Students will
complete these same activities at home to inform planning for landscape design and maintenance
changes each student will make. The hands-on experiences will build confidence in new skills that
may be useful in helping others (payback actions) implement BMP’s.
4. TEACH IT: Participants will become partners in community outreach through their payback
projects.
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Each student developed a landscape master plan of the on-the-ground changes they intended to make in
their landscape. After each class session students had a homework assignment to add the information
learned during the class to their plan. The five steps to plan development included:
1. Drawing a site plan showing existing conditions including utilities.
2. Conducting a site analysis showing sun aspect, soil moisture, porosity, structure, and amount of
organic matter, and water movement across the property. The analysis considered off-site influences
as well as on-site.
3. Creating three schematic or conceptual plans based on identifying opportunities to implement best
management practices, family use areas, and actions to achieve their goals for how the landscape
would function to support the environment.
4. Developing a final master plan that documents their intended best management practices on-theground changes. The implementation of the master plan was divided into phases based on time and
budget.
5. Completing a planting plan for their first project to increase the probability of on-the-ground changes.
Students were encouraged to generate a list of plants to take to nurseries to reduce impulse buying
and reinforce making intentional selections based on research.
Follow-up Consultations & Outreach to the General Public
On-site consultations were offered to students to encourage on-the-ground actions and foster sustained
behavior change. Opportunities for improved storm water management and to find solutions for barriers
to the implementation of best management practices were the focus of the visits. Guidance was also
available for fulfilling their payback projects. The following list describes the type of assistance
requested:
 Locating new landscape beds to capture runoff from driveways and lawns
 Moderating slopes to slow down runoff so rain water could infiltrate into the soil
 Ideas for capturing storm water runoff from steep driveways
 Planting on hillsides to control erosion
 Management of problem areas in the landscape such as drainage issues or dry shade
 Plant identification
 Native plant selection for specific areas
 Ideas incorporating native plants into existing mature landscapes.
 Identification and elimination of noxious weeds
 Non-toxic management of weed infestations
 Assistance prioritizing implementation of BMP’s
 Organizing meeting and work assignments for a dozen volunteers planning a healing garden
 Coordination with city and/or county staffs about specific issues or payback project ideas.
 On-site visits to past participants to tour their completed on-the-ground projects or help overcome
a barrier to implementation of best management practices.
 Organizing four trips to Fourth Corner Nursery.
 Two Fourth Corner Nursery trips with individuals to assist in plant selection.
Educational outreach to the general public to increase awareness and knowledge about sustainable
landscaping included:
 Guided Native Plant Walk at Stimpson Family Nature Preserve.
 Presentation to Geneva Neighborhood Association
 Workshop for Wings Over Water Festival in Blaine
 Workshop for Master Gardener Training class.
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Format Change for the 2012 Class
The past practice of visiting each participant’s property to identify opportunities for the implementation
of best management practices was modified to accommodate a larger class size from a maximum of 8 to
20. Instead of the class visits to each student’s property, three class participants volunteered the use of
their property for hands-on activities.
Task 1b: Diorama Update and Display
WSU Extension has developed a diorama encapsulating sustainable practices both in and outside homes.
To more effectively communicate the message, graphics were developed to increase awareness about
impacts of current practices and knowledge about simple but sustainable actions that can be taken to
address environmental issues. The design of the interpretive display allows for the graphics to be easily
changed to meet the needs of the anticipated audience.
Research indicates that there is a range of times that people are willing to engage with interpretive
signage. Guidelines have been established that divide the signage into three categories for successful
messaging that can communicate to a wide range of interest levels that may view the signage for: 3
seconds, 30 seconds, 3 minutes.
The graphics include several messages in large font aimed at viewers that quickly scan interpretive
displays:

LIVING GREEN: Easy ways to protect the health of your family and the environment.
Small and simple changes make a big difference.
Reduce or eliminate your lawn to make room for more beneficial plants.
Adopt organic maintenance practices that limit fertilizers and pesticides.
Dream globally, join in locally, act personally.
Avoid cleaning products with the signal words Danger/Poison.
Purchase Energy Star rated light bulbs and appliances.
A small facsimile of the graphics layout is in the appendix. Sustainable actions are divided into five
categories. For each category, a circle graphics lists six actions that support that behavior. In the center
of the circle is a button that activates corresponding lights in the diorama to highlight three of the six
actions. Under the actions is a statement about why the behaviors are beneficial. A listing of the
categories and actions follow:
PROTECT WATER QUALITY







Manage storm water
Protect your soil
Pick up pet waste
Plant trees and shrubs
Limit pesticide and fertilizer use
Reduce lawn and impervious surfaces

Gardening choices can protect water resources.

Storm water can carry bacteria, pesticides, fertilizers, and other contaminants to streams,
lakes, and marine waters. Thoughtful garden design and practices reduce contaminated runoff.

CONSERVE WATER






Collect and reuse rainwater
Water saving bathroom fixtures
Cover the soil with mulch
Native and drought–tolerant plants
Efficient irrigation systems
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Let the lawn go brown

Use water wisely inside and out.

Water-saving technologies and simple steps we can all take around the house and yard to
conserve water will help ensure reliable water supplies today and for future generations.

SAVE ENERGY







Use a Push Mower
Give Your Car a Break
Turn Down the Heat
Use Energy Star Products
Insulate & Weatherize Home
Wash Cold, Hang to Dry

Human and environmental health will benefit.

Reduced fossil fuel energy use means less air pollution, acid rain, global warming, water
pollution from oil spills, loss of wilderness areas and biodiversity, and foreign energy dependence.

NATURAL YARD CARE







Create Habitat
Weed Management
Plant Right for Your Site
Earthworks to Manage Water
Your Choices Can Reduce Maintenance
Plant Diverse Species

Let Mother Nature be your gardener.

Work with nature to create a beautiful landscape that needs less care and gives you the peace
of mind knowing that it is healthier for families, pets, wildlife, and our great PNW environment.

REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE

Recycle

Minimal Product Packaging

Share Stuff

Buy Used & Donate Used

Compost Organics

Buy Durable
Reduce Waste: Be a thoughtful consumer.
The EPA reports that over the past 30 years the amount of waste generated for each person has
increased from 2.7 to 4.4 pounds per day. This waste is dumped in landfills or burnt in incinerators.

Two brochures were developed for people viewing the diorama to take home. One provides suggestions
for making your landscape more sustainable, managing storm water, and 12 ideas for reducing or
eliminating the lawn. The other “How Sustainable Is Your Landscape” is a quiz that results in a
sustainability score and a few simple suggestions for getting started on being more sustainable.
The diorama was displayed at four locations.
1. Lynden Fair
2. WSU Whatcom Extension open house in January with the draft of the graphics. All parties at the open
house were asked to review the diorama and graphics then comment on it’s understandability and
make additional suggestions for additions or changes. Whatcom Museum staff were also asked for
input.
3. The completed diorama was displayed at the Silver Beach Creek Bioswale Fair in June. People were
asked to complete survey questions about the display. The length of time spent interacting with the
display was between three and ten minutes. Three people came back to the display a second time
after going to the other two booths at the site.
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4. Whatcom Museum as a part of a Sustainable Connections’s annual landscape tour on June 22-23. This
year the tour ends with an event at the Museum that includes a “Green Dollhouse” contest for
children.
Christine Perkins, director of Whatcom County Libraries, has expressed interest in partnering with
Extension on outreach education. We plan to discuss opportunities at the County Library branches to set
up the diorama display with an array of books that are focused on sustainable actions.
Task 1c: Water Week Tour - 25 people participated in the tours
A tour for the public of three examples of sustainable landscaping practices was organized for the annual
Whatcom Water Week program. Each of the 3 properties illustrated different approaches to managing
storm water on-site. The properties vary in size; 100 acres, 2 acres, and an average sized residential lot
(8,000-10,000 sq. ft.).
The large property, Agate Pond Preserve, has natural landscaping with many native plants and manages
storm water with two created wetlands and beaver have turned a storm water ditch that acted as a
seasonal stream along side of Agate Lane into a year-round ten foot wide stream. The property owner, a
local doctor, has placed the property in a conservation easement to ensure that the property remains in
its natural condition. It is in the Lake Whatcom watershed.
The two acre property has natural landscaping with many native plants, the perimeter of the property is
maintained in its natural state as a second growth forest. Storm water from the roof is dispersed under
the landscaping in perforated pipes. The property is managed using low impact practices including no
fertilizer, no pesticides, and very limited irrigation. This property is in the Lake Whatcom watershed.
The third property is in Geneva neighborhood. The owner (former Gardening Green student) manages
storm water through a combination of cisterns and rain barrels with other downspouts connected to a
system of perforated pipes under the small lawn. The lawn is maintained with a reel mower, no fertilizer,
no pesticides, and is allowed to go brown in summer. They use mounded landscape beds on the low side
of the property to capture runoff from the lawn. The patio is pervious pavers with an infiltration well
underneath. This property is in Lake Whatcom watershed.
Property owners were on site to talk to tour participants about the sustainable features in their
landscaping and why they decided to move away from traditional landscape design to a sustainable
approach to landscaping. Tour participants also provided a handout on the sustainable practices utilized
at each site and a list of Best Management Practice they could incorporate into their own landscapes.

Task 1d: EVALUATION OF SHORT-TERM OUTCOMES:
Each class presentation supports this outreach project’s goals. Evaluation of the outcomes included:
Post-class surveys used to evaluate knowledge, skill, commitment, and confidence changes. Students
were asked to self-rate changes in these areas from 1) their level before the class and 2) level after
completing the class. Percentages between 0%-100% were used.
Summary of Gardening Green class evaluation results:
All but one participant indicated that they increased knowledge, skills and confidence. One student rated
his/her knowledge and skills to be 100% prior to taking the class. The level of prior knowledge in this
group of students was different than for past classes. Three very knowledgeable city employees
participated in the class to reinforce and expand their information base to better enable them to help
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residents. Another student had a horticulture degree and had past work experience in this field. Several
experienced master gardeners also participated.

SHORT-TERM OUTCOMES (#1-5 on the Logic Model)
1 -Participants will increase their knowledge about Lake Whatcom water quality & the link to gardening activities
2 - Participants will understand the components of a sustainable landscape & it’s benefits to them and water quality
protection
3 - Participants will understand strategies to manage storm water on their property
4 - Participants will believe that their individual actions can have a positive impact on local environmental issues
5 - Participants will feel confident about their understanding watershed issues and the role of gardening to protect water
quality.

STUDENT SELF-RATING OF KNOWLEDGE CHANGE 0%-100%:

PRIOR TO CLASS/AFTER CLASS

SESSION: State of Lake Whatcom & the Link to Residential Landscaping Practices
OBJECTIVE: Students will increase their knowledge about Lake Whatcom water quality issues and understand the
link between landscaping practices and water quality decline.
60%/90%

75%/100%

95%/100%

80%/95%

50%/50%

65%/85%

100%/100%

90%/100%

85%/100%

80%/95%

SESSION: Gardening Green: Gardening with a Purpose
OBJECTIVE: Students will understand the components of sustainable landscaping and its benefits to both the
gardener and the environment.
The benefits the gardener gains by adopting a naturally sustainable approach to gardening .
20%/70%

75%/100%

85%/100%

80%/95%

50%/100%

55%/75%

100%/100%

80%/90%

85%/100%

90%/95%

100%/100%

85%/100%

90%/95%

The benefits to the environment from a sustainable approach to gardening.
50%/80%

60%/95%

85%/100%

80%/95%

30%/70%

70%/80%

100%/100%

SESSION: Sustainable Landscape Design Strategies
OBJECTIVE: Students will increase their knowledge about natural storm water management and the strategies to
use their landscaping to enhance evapotranspiration, infiltration into the soil, and to capture surface/subsurface
runoff.
10%/70%

40%/90%

85%/100%

70%/90%

25%/75%

40%/65%

100%/100%

100%/100%

65%/100%

90%/95%

SESSION: Protecting & Restoring Healthy Soil
OBJECTIVE: Students will protect soil functions to regulate and partition water flow, soil organisms process
organic material into plant nutrients, and some soil organisms immobilize or degrade pollutants to protect water
quality.
10%/70%

60%/90%

85%/100%

90%/95%

20%/80%

35%/75%

100%/100%

100%/100%

85%/90%

70%/85%

SESSION: Right Plant/Right Place/Right Planting Technique
OBJECTIVE: Students will select appropriate plants to match site conditions. The right plant will thrive with little
input of time, energy, water, and chemicals
10%/80%

80%/100%

85%/100%

50%/80%

40%/60%

50%/65%

SESSION: Landscaping with Native Plants
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100%/100%

70%/80%

85%/100%

80%/85%

GARDENING GREEN
OBJECTIVE: Students will comprehend the value to both the gardener and the environment of using native plants as
the foundation of a sustainable garden.
10%/80%

80%/100%

30%/80%

20%/80%

40%/100%

75%/80%

100%/100%

60%/80%

80%/100%

95%/95%

SESSION: Low Impact Maintenance Strategies and Natural Lawn Care
OBJECTIVE: Students will adopt ‘low impact’ (protecting human and environmental health) maintenance practices.
20%/70%

90%/100%

85%/100%

70%/80%

40%/100%

60%/75%

100%/100%

70%/80%

90%/90%

90%/95%

SESSION: Lawn Alternatives
OJECTIVE: Students will reduce or eliminate their lawn and landscape with trees, shrubs, and ground cover plants
to manage storm water on-site.
40%/90%

90%/100%

85%/100%

70%/90% 15%/85%

50%/75%

100%/100%

100%/100%

70%/100%

90%/95%

SESSION: Integrated Pest Management
OBJECTIVE: Students will employ IPM to manage not control plant pests and diseases.
10%/50%

90%/100%

85%/100%

80%/90%

50%/50%

40%/50%

100%/100%

80%/80%

100%/100%

40%/85%

SESSION: Create Wildlife Habitat
OBJECTIVE: Students will recognize that residential property is an opportunity to create habitat. Structurally
diverse habitat areas also manage storm water.
10%/70%

90%/100%

85%/100%

50%/80%

10%/90%

70%/75%

100%/100%

80%/80%

70%/100%

50%/75%

Table 4: Summaries: STUDENT SELF-RATING OF SKILL CHANGE 0%-100%: PRIOR TO CLASS/AFTER CLASS
SESSION: Tours of Sustainable Landscapes
OBJECTIVE: Students interaction with homeowners and each other will encourage and foster
commitment to complete their landscape changes and sustain new behaviors.
10%/70%

50%/100%

75%/80%

70%/90%

20%/80%

50%/65%

100%/100%

70%/90%

50%/100%

65%/100%

Evaluation of Hands-on Activities
OBJECTIVES: Students will develop the skills needed to thoughtfully and intentionally apply knowledge gained
about sustainable strategies into their landscape master plan and ultimately the implementation of BMP’s on-theground.

Drawing a basic site plan showing existing conditions.
10%/80%

50%/95%

75%/95%

90%/95%

20%/100%

60%/75%

100%/100%

70%/80%

5%/65%

40%/85%

Performing a site analysis of my property.
10%/80%

80%/100%

75%/95%

50%/80%

100%/100%

60%/75%

100%/100%

70%/80%

5%/75%

40%/85%

Generating and evaluating conceptual plans of possible sustainable site design changes.
10%/80%

50%/100%

75%/100%

50%/80%

0%/100%

50%/80%

100%/100%

70%/90%

5%/75%

45%/90%

Creating a landscape master plan showing the environmentally informed changes I plan to make.
10%/80%

50%/100%

75%/100%

50%/80%

0%/100%

60%/75%

100%/100%

Creating a scaled drawing and planting plan for individual landscape beds.
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10%/80%

50%/100%

75%/100%

50%/80%

0%/100%

65%/80%

100%/100%

70%/90%

0%/75%

40%/85%

Students were asked to rate their level of commitment.
The number of students selecting each response is
recorded in the boxes following the statements.

Strongly
Disagree

This class has influenced my resolve t take actions that will protect
human and environmental health.
I intend to apply the strategies presented in this class to the design
and management of my landscape.
I am confident that I can discuss sustainable landscape concepts to
friends and neighbors.
I am convinced that I can positively impact environmental issues by
my landscape choices and maintenance practice.

2

3

4

Strongly
Agree

#1

#1

#8
#10

#2

#3

#5

#1

#9

SHORT-TERM OUTCOME: (#6 on the Logic Model)
To Increase the awareness, knowledge, and interest in sustainable landscaping of the general public.

Geneva Neighborhood Associated presentation on March 27, 2013 with 19 people in attendance
Those in attendance completed a quiz “Is Your Landscape Sustainable?”. A discussion followed outlining
the actions they could take in the ten areas cover by the quiz including managing storm water and
protecting water quality. Handouts included a brochure on using their landscaping to manage storm
water and the Lake Whatcom Lake Friendly Packet.
Lorraine Newman attended the Geneva Neighborhood Association meeting and posted the following
comments on KGMI’s ROAD TO LIBERTY blog
“Next, Ms. Taylor helped us understand easy cost-effective changes we can bring to our backyards to
improve the watershed. Members in the group who had attended her class on “Gardening Green:
Sustainable Landscaping,” raved about the knowledge they had gained and the improvements they had
made to their personal landscapes. They encouraged others to attend the next class being offered Aprils
23rd – May 16th. They only ask that you commit to sharing what you learn for the next year with other
gardeners. To get more information please direct your questions to: gardeninggreen2@gmail.com My
government working as it should. What a nice reprieve.”

Wings Over Water Festival workshop on March 16, 2013 with 18 people in attendance
The Landscaping for Wildlife workshop targeted the use native plants to create habitat for birds and
beneficial insects. The multiple benefits to the environment resulting from creating habitat with native
plants was introduced:
 Native plants have an interdependent relationship with soil organism. Plants attract and feed soil life.
In return soil organisms process organic material into all thirteen nutrients plants need eliminating
the need for fertilizer use.
 Establishing the structurally complex habitat using multiple layers of canopy also manages storm
water and protects water quality.
 Native plants are adapted to our precipitation cycle eliminating the need for irrigation and conserving
potable water use.
 Birds and beneficial insects as the ‘natural’ biological control for plant pests reducing/eliminating the
need for pesticide use.
Master Gardener Training Class on April 4, 2013 with 23 people in attendance
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A three-hour workshop provided Master Gardener trainees with information about the use of sustainable
landscaping strategies that protect environmental and human health. Each trainee is required to perform
60 hours of community volunteer outreach and this workshop increased their knowledge about teaching
sustainable concepts so that they could become partners in community outreach education.
Summary of Diorama Interpretive Display Survey:
The diorama was displayed at the Lynden Fair in August 2012 before the new graphics and interactive
features were added.
The WSU Extension Open House in January, 2013 provided an opportunity to display the diorama. The
addition of the graphics allowed us to gather input on the messaging and understandability of the display.
The suggestions offered include:













Find Things – List of 10-20 things to look for – e.g. find Waldo
Emphasize good (green) bad (red)
Add symbols to actions
Add questions to link topics
Audio Component – more than one station, link to 30 second videos (interviews)
Add labels for energy star appliances
Rugs – natural fibers vs. petroleum
Barcode to link to information
Leave some signs on display
Add brochures for topics until touch screens are available
Other companion display – closet with household products/pesticides and closet with preferred products
Sweatshirts at home inside????? Stay warm turn down heat

The updated interactive diorama display has used at two events – The Silver Beach Creek Bioswale Fair
and Sustainable Connections Home and Landscape Tour.
It was displayed at the Silver Beach Creek Bioswale Fair on June 8, 2013. Eight people completed the
survey form.
1. Does the combination of a visual diorama with supporting graphics enhance your interest in the
information presented?
Eight people reported that they really liked this format.
2. Did the diorama increase your knowledge about the range of actions you could take to become more
sustainable?
Six people reported that they found the display very informative and two said somewhat
informative.
3. Do you like to have brochures and articles to take home that offer more information and
suggestions?
Eight people reported that the liked having written information that is more detailed.
1. Comments added to the diorama survey form:
 If affordable.
 Great detail.
 WOW! Great work.
 Absolutely like the format – hands-on reinforces.
 Very informative – a reminder of yard issue, we fertilize.
 This Scavenger Hunt fun – so well organized. Thank you.
Summary of Whatcom Water Week Residential Sustainable Landscape Tours Survey
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Surveys were available at all 3 sites. Twelve surveys were completed.
 Eleven reported that the tour had increased their knowledge about sustainable landscaping. One
reported he/she had not increased knowledge.
 Eleven reported that they the tour had given them ideas for their own landscape. One reported that
he/she did not get useful idea.
 Eleven reported that they were likely to commit to making changes in their landscape. One reported
that he/she would not be making changes.

Task 1d: EVALUATION OF MID-TERM OUTCOMES (#1-5 Logic Model)
Evaluation methods included: BMP Pledge (class), follow-up survey (8 months after the class), self-reporting, and
on-site visits.
1 - Participants will implement on-the- ground changes in their landscape to manage storm water, to reduce runoff,
practice low impact maintenance, use native & well adapted plants.
2 - Participants, as early adopters, demonstrate that this approach to landscaping can be attractive, functional & meet
environmental goals to neighbors.
3 - Participant interaction will encourage and foster commitment to complete their landscape changes and sustain new
behaviors.
4 - Participants will conduct community outreach with a goal of 150 contacts.
5 - The information gathered in this pilot project will increase the effectiveness of outreach educational efforts

Best Management Practices Pledge
Students completed a Best Management Practices Pledge at the end of the class indicating what BMP’s
they were using before they took the class and which new practices they intended to implement based on
the information they learned in Gardening Green. As indicated in Table 5, the Pledge shows that students
intend to increase the number of best management practices that they use. The entire BMP Pledge is in
the appendix.
Evaluation: Follow-up Survey of BMP Pledges May 2013 (all 13 participants responded)
Participants were sent a survey eight months after the class to determine if their commitment to making
sustainable changes in their landscape resulted in on-the-ground changes.
 80% reported that they have implemented best management practices for storm water manage,
selecting appropriate plants, and conserving water.
 75% reported implementing BMP’s for managing soils, reducing the use of pesticides and fertilizers,
and using native plants.
 Students report that being a part of a group all committed to sustainable landscape practices is
motivating.
 Participants did more that double the expected 150 contacts in the community.
 Information about most frequently adopted BMP’s will inform future outreach efforts.

Table 5. Summary of BMP’s
Best Management Practices BMP’S
Storm water Management
Protecting Soil Functioning
Right Plant/Right Place/Right Technique
Water Conservation
Low Impact Maintenance & IPM
Support Biodiversity

BMP’s Used Before Class
40
31
20
17
57
15

15

BMP’s Pledged Due to Class
64
40
40
42
53
18
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Reduce Energy Consumption
Total

14
209

16
293

Table 6: Follow-up Survey sent to all class participants.

Question
Do you remember the BMPs actions you pledged to take at the end of the
Gardening Green class?


Yes



No



Somewhat

Response
Percentage
61.5%

Response
Count
8

0%
38.5%

0
5

7.7%
46.2%
46.2%
0%

1
6
6
0

If you answered yes or somewhat to the previous question, how many of these
actions have you put into practice?



None
Some




Most
All

Have you used any of the strategies taught in the Gardening Green class for
(choose as many as applicable)?



Storm water management
Management or protection of healthy soil

83.3%
75%

10
9



Reduced energy consumption

33.3%

4



Appropriate plant choices for the site



Conservation of water

83.3%
83.3%

10
10



Reduction in use of fertilizers and other chemicals



Reduction of lawn size



Improvement of wildlife habitat through the use of native plants

75%
33.3%
75%



Other – Reduction in lawn size awaits further efforts; More trees, shrubs and
canopy layers

9
4
9
2

100%

13

0%

0%

Have you shared any of the information you gained in the class with others?

Yes
o About 10 couples, and neighbors walking by our yard.
o approx. 23 that I can remember, possibly more - I tell everyone I can
as conversation allows
o 10
o 3
o 8
o 5
o 5 or 6
o at least 15
o Informally, with 3
o Primarily, that the class is available. Info I've share with 12 people.
o 4
o 10
o Two (neighbors) and 150 Facebook friends.

No

If you did not make any changes to your gardening practices after completing the Gardening Green class, please tell
us why not.
2 Responses
1.

2.

Currently live in a rental and the landlord takes care of the landscape.
Many of the practices were already a part of my philosophy, so no change was needed there. Where I wanted to
make change was to the actual landscape, incorporating more native plants and reducing my lawn size. Finances
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were what held me back from making these changes. Currently, I am working with the city and with a landscaper to
make some of those changes this year. Fortunately, there's grant money to help with the expense.

If you initiated any of the gardening practices discussed in class, did you find that you needed additional
information not taught in class or provided in your notebook or CD?
8 Responses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

No
No
I reference my notebook regularly and call or email Sue with questions.
Long term maintenance.
I have found that what I've learned in class serves me well in having a basis for accessing other information. I recently
attended a rain garden tour for example, and was able to recognize some of the plants I'd learned about in class. Plus one
of the featured rain gardens was a former classmate! This made me jealous and should spur me onward.
No
No
Sources of chipped wood mulch

Do you have any suggestions as to how the GG class can be improved?

10 Responses

1.
2.
3.

keep it going. It helped to have 2 teachers w/varying ideas.
No, the class and the field trips were great.
More classes, more publicity. This is very useful and valuable information. Sell copies of the Gardening Green manual to
the public, perhaps through the city or County Parks like the rain barrel program. Provide copies for the libraries.
Advertise at the Co-op and Sustainable Connections (also a place to sell manuals).
4. Set expectations as to amount of work involved--how little or how much to make a difference
5. I hope that the numbers of participants can be expanded, but I also think the class was "right sized". I hope it can be
offered often.
6. It was great! I'd love more access to the Native Plant nursery, will look for posted opportunities
7. No. I thought the presentations were informative, covered a wide range of material that was helpful and relevant, and
the field trips were interesting.
8. no.
9. Better coordination between county and city
10. No.

Do you have any additional comments or reviews you would like to share with us?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

7 Responses

I've heard the next class you held, was at a cost to participants...I hope there can be subsidies for folks who can't afford to
pay. Thanx for all you do!
Instead of site planning, schedule more native plant walks. The site planning aspect was the least helpful part of the
class. It's great to have an overview, but not everyone needs a comprehensive plan and the time could be better used
elsewhere.
Thanks for an excellent educational opportunity.
Thank you for all you shared with us
no.
Great class! Very complete.
No.

Community Payback Projects
Students surpassed expectations that they have a total of 150 contacts about sustainable landscaping. They
reported that they have told 378 other community members about sustainable landscaping.
Table 7: Student PayBack Projects: Community Outreach Partners

Action
Talk to friends & neighbors about sustainable
landscaping & managing storm water.
Wrote about sustainable landscaping strategies
and managing storm water.
Organize a Sudden Valley Tool Sharing project –
housed at their community garden.
Design and installing of a sustainable landscape
with friends.

Completed Activity

Number of
Contacts

Face to face conversation

108

Social Media contacts on
Facebook

150

Completed

17

2

On-going or
Planned Activity
On-going

Planned for
summer.
Installation in fall.
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Talk to social groups, book club and mushroom
club about sustainable landscaping.
Design and install a Healing Garden at North
Cascades Health and Rehabilitation Center
Host neighborhood Garden Party in Birchwood.

27 people

Organize the class CD and work on the
sustainable landscaping website.
Plan a sustainable native landscape for a
watershed resident.
Provide site for a demonstration of installing a
cistern for Rainwater Harvesting workshop
Plant natives on property adjacent to Greenways
Trail
Speak to the Puget Neighborhood Association
about sustainable landscaping & the class.
Organize a neighborhood tour of sustainable
landscapes linked to Birchwood Neighborhood
Association activity at the end of summer.
Host tour groups to see their total landscape
make-over using native plants, cisterns and a
rain garden.

CD is completed

27

18 Volunteers
(122 Residents will benefit)

Completed – 2 contacts
Completed one workshop
Coordination with Parks
Volunteer Coordinator
15 in attendance

18

Groundbreaking on
June 15
Planned for August
2013
Website under
development

2
12
1

On-going
On-going

15
Planned for August
2013

Tours:
Sustainable Connection/City
tour of HIP project of a
Gardening Green student.
County staff tour of HIP
projects
Gardening Green tour – 12
people
TOTAL CONTACTS

30

On-going

1
12

378

Task 2: ONLINE/OWN TIME COMMUNITY TRAINING
This task focused on developing training materials that can be accessed online or through other nonpresent methods. Two approaches will be used:
 Task 2a – Survey - Sustainable Landscaping Website
 Task 2b – Newsletters
 Task 2c - Evaluation

Task 2a: Sustainable Landscaping Website
WSU Extension is in the process of designing a website that will focus on sustainable landscaping
practices. The purpose of this task is to survey potential users for input on site content and other
features. Survey recipients included past class members and Master Gardeners. The survey was provided
to other agencies to disseminate to audiences of interest including Lake Whatcom residents and Birch Bay
residents.

Newsletters
Newsletters (in particular enewsletter) have been identified in various surveys as a desired way of getting
information on sustainable landscaping practices. The purpose of this task will be to develop short
articles that will be included in the Master Gardeners “Weeders Digest”. Articles were provided to Lake
Whatcom Education Team staff and Birch Bay County staff for possible inclusion in outreach materials
(e.g. newsletters, websites, and/or other notifications). In addition, copies of the articles were available
for participants in the Silver Beach Creek Bioswale Tour and at the Sustainable Connections House and
Landscape Tour events at Whatcom Museum.
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The articles covered the following topics which were ranked as being of high interest to respondants in
the sustainable landscaping website survey.
1. Gardening Green: Landscaping with a Purpose – an overview of sustainable landscaping with
suggestions on getting started on making changes.
2. Soil: Step Lightly, It’s Alive – discusses the critical functions soil plays in water quality protections,
protecting your soil, improving soil health, and information on using home composting safely in
the watershed.
3. Lose the Lawn and Create an Oasis – landscape choices control the amount and type of
maintenance, sheet mulching to eliminate the lawn, and getting started on landscape alternatives
to the lawn.
4. Natural Management of Plant Pests and Diseases – discusses the role of birds and beneficial insects
in the management of plant pests, breaking the pest/disease triangle and eliminating the pest and
disease problems through the choice of resistant plants, and ten steps to creating a healthy
natural garden ecosystem.

Task 2c: Evaluation of On-Line/Own Time Community Training
We were unable to collect enough information on knowledge change and potential on-the-ground
changes to evaluate the effectiveness of newsletter or website articles.
The website is underdevelopment. The survey information has been useful in determining both the
content and the format that is used to communication information.
 Results of the survey were also used to select the topics for the newsletter articles and to inform future
outreach education efforts.
Survey results are provided in the following two tables.
Table 8: Topics of interest
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Not at all Interested
Minimal Interest
Somewhat Interested
Interested
Very Interested
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Table 9: Methods of accessing information
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Not at all Useful
Minimal Use
Somewhat Useful
Useful
Very Useful

OBSERVATIONS
A comparison of BMP’s used before taking the Gardening Green class demonstrates a difference in the
2012 class make-up than previous classes. The level of previous knowledge and experience is reflected
in the large number of contacts for their community outreach payback efforts. Many students in this
group have the confidence that comes after personal experience with these strategies. This results in a
high comfort level when doing community outreach.
When asked why they decided to take this class when they were already knowledgeable about
sustainable landscaping, they reported
1) The comradely of a group all working towards a single goal of having their landscape be an
environmental asset was exciting and provided needed motivation to make changes.
2) Having a large ‘tool box’ of best management practices actions that they could implement allowed
them to complete changes they had been wanting to make for a long time.
The following three tables illustrate the comparisons with other classes. The 12 participants in the
2012 are compared to 21 participants in previous classes where the BMP Pledge was used.
Table 10: Comparison of BMP’s used by students in the 2012 class BEFORE they took the Gardening Green class and
those used students in 2010-2011 classes.
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60
50
40
30
20
10
0

21 students 2010-11
13 students 2012
Storm water Protect Soil

Right Plant

Water
Maintenance Biodiversity
Energy
Conservation
Conservation

Table 11: New BMP’s pledged by students in the 2012 class AFTER taking the Gardening Green class to those pledged by
students in 2010-2011 classes.
150
100
21 students 2010-11
50

13 students 2012

0
Storm water

Protect Soil

Right Plant

Water
Maintenance Biodiversity
Energy
Conservation
Conservation

Table #12: Comparison of TOTAL BMP’s (used before class plus pledged due to class) of students in the 2012 to
students in 2010-2011 classes.
200
150
100

21 students 2010-11
13 students 2012

50
0
Storm water

Protect Soil

Right Plant

Water
Maintenance
Conservation

Biodiversity

Energy
Conservation

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE PROGRAMS AND/OR PROGRAM CHANGES
Program evaluations, interviews with past and current students, observations during class activities,
BMP pledges, and surveys are all utilized to improve Extension’s educational outreach. These are some
additions and modifications for the Fall 2013 class and other outreach efforts. The class sessions will be
expanded from 6 to 8 to allow for additional activities.
Additions to the class curriculum:
1. Rainwater Harvesting session – based on our data that 71% of students (2010-2012) pledged to
install rain barrels or cisterns to collect rooftop storm water for reuse in landscape irrigation we
added this session to the Spring 2013 class. Anitra Accetturo taught the session that included a
lecture followed by a demonstration installing a cistern at the home of one of the students.
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2. Guided native plant walk at Stimpson Family Reserve – this walk was part of our continuing
education activities for past students and their guests. Comments by participants praised it as
very educational, motivating them to continue learning about native plants, and that it should be a
part of every Gardening Green class. We intend to add it to the class and use it not only as a way
to learn/appreciate native plants but also an opportunity to talk about how forests manage storm
water while we are in the forest and can see the depth of the duff on the forest floor, multiple
canopy cover, and soil that is able to infiltrate rain water as it slowly drips from the vegetation to
complement the classroom presentation on that topic.
3. Use a grassy site at the Extension building on Forest Street as our laboratory site. We will use the
site for hands-on activities necessary for the development of a thoughtful sustainable landscape
design: drawing a scaled site plan, site and soil analysis, and designing a native plant landscape.
Modifications to hands-on activities:
1. Modify hands-on activity for developing conceptual plans – we will visit a student’s landscape and
divide into small groups to identify opportunities for making the site more sustainable. Then use
those findings plus the homeowner’s goals for how his/her landscape will function and family
uses to inform the development of conceptual plans in that will be done in the classroom. When
we conducted this entire activity on-site, students were frequently distracted by ideas for
changing hardscape and house exteriors. We piloted this modification in the Spring 2013 class
and it worked much better.

INFORMING FUTURE OUTREACH
As the County plans for future neighborhood outreach in Lake Whatcom and other sensitive watersheds,
consideration of which best management practices citizens have been most likely to adopt may inform
these efforts. The most frequently adopted best management practices (adopted by 75% or more of the
class participants since 2010) are listed below. The list in its entirety is in the appendix.
The two most frequently adopted practices were to expand the size of densely landscaped areas to reduce
lawn size and to maintain a woody mulch cover on all landscape beds. Extension is proposing in it’s 2013
outreach education project with the County organizing a neighborhood mulch day when the County
would deliver free mulch to participating residences to reduce or eliminate lawns.
Table 13: Most Frequently Adopted Best Management Practices (2010-2012 classes)

75%-100%

31

100%

Expand the size of densely vegetated landscape beds to reduce lawn area.

30

97%

Maintain a woody mulch cover on all landscape beds to protect soil.

29

94%

Use smart watering techniques – water in the mornings, water deeply and infrequently to encourage root growth.

29

94%

Do not grow noxious weeds or aggressive exotic plants that can escape and crowd out native species.

28

90%

Plan for mature size of plants to reduce pruning.

28

90%

Reduce need for irrigation by using 3” of mulch and planting 3 or more layers of canopy cover in all landscape beds.

27

87%

Mimic nature by leaving plant litter where it falls for self-sustaining soil health in permanent landscape beds.

27

87%

Top-dress soil with compost covered by woody mulch to improve soil function.

27

87%

Feed the soil, not the plants. Reduce/eliminate fertilizer use.

27

87%

Use the right planting techniques.

27

87%

Eliminate the use of cosmetic pesticides such as herbicides used for appearance not plant needs.
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27

87%

Remove diseased plants (Clean Green) rather than using pesticides.

27

87%

Hand weed and mulch to reduce weed seed germination.

27

87%

Create a wildlife habitat sanctuary to address the decline in bird, amphibian, and beneficial insect species.

26

84%

Compost yard wastes for reuse on landscape beds.

26

84%

Inspect plants for diseases, pests, & root problems before purchase.

26

84%

Plant drought tolerant plants.

26

84%

Reduce the use of all pesticides. Select pest and disease resistant native or plants that are well adapted to region.

26

84%

Grow a species rich landscape of regional native plants to address the loss of local flora.

25

81%

Allow lawns to go dormant in the dry season.

25

81%

Hand weed lawn or tolerate a few weeds (no weed & feed).

24

77%

Group plants by sun exposure and watering needs to reduce plant stress & maintenance.

24

77%

Use native plants as the backbone of the landscape.

24

77%

Select plants adapted to your climatic zone for hardiness.

24

77%

Use hand tools or electric power tools whenever possible and reduce use of gas powered equipment.
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APPENDIX I: Class Schedule
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Appendix II: Summary of Participant Program Evaluation Responses

WSU Whatcom Extension
GARDENING GREEN: Sustainable Landscaping September 2012
Where did you hear about this class?

Neighborhood Association (1)
Resources Website (2)
Shannon Maris Garden Blog (1)

On-line BBWARM
(1)
Email from instructor (3)
Friend (2)
Weeder’s Digest (Extension) (3)
Sudden Valley Association (1)

1) Class Format
Presentation materials (power points,
demonstrations, handouts, hands-on activities)
Class manual and CD

The presenters communicated
concepts and ideas
The pace of the class was

The lectures, tours, and activities were well
coordinated and enhance understanding
I would recommend this class to
others

1 Detracted from
understanding

2

3

1 Detracted from
understanding

2

#3
3
#2

1 Poorly

2

1 Too slow

2
#3

1 Strongly disagree

2
#1

3
#1

1 Strongly disagree

2

3

3
#1
Just
Right
#2

4 Enhanced
understanding
#7
4 Enhanced
understanding
#8
4 Very well
#9

3
#4

4 Too fast
#1
4 Strongly agree
#8
4 Strongly agree
#10

2) Rate your level of KNOWLEDGE change. Use a percentage rating between 0%-100%

The link between gardening practices and human / environmental health issues.
60/90

75/100

95/100

80/95

50/50

65/85

100/100

90/100

85/100

80/95

The benefits the gardener gains by adopting a naturally sustainable approach to gardening.
20/70

75/100

85/100

80/95

50/100

55/75

100/100

80/90

85/100

90/95

85/100

90/95

The benefits to the environment from a sustainable approach to gardening.
50/80

60/95

85/100

80/95

30/70

70/80

100/100

100/100

The environmentally informed landscape strategies for stormwater management, climate
change, etc.
10/70

40/90

85/100

70/90

25/75

40/65

100/100

100/100

65/100

90/95

100/100

85/90

70/85

The function of healthy soil to water quality and plant health.
10/70

60/90

85/100

90/95

20/80

35/75
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The selection of plants that are appropriate to their location for plant health and less
maintenance.
10/80

80/100

85/100

50/80

40/60

50/65

100/100

70/80

85/100

80/85

100/100

60/80

80/100

95/95

Use of regionally native plants in the home landscape.
10/80

80/100

30/80

20/80

40/100

75/80

Use of low impact maintenance strategies: grouping plants by needs, mulching, smart watering,
etc.
20/70

90/100

85/100

70/80

40/100

60/75

100/100

70/80

90/90

90/95

Strategies to reduce/eliminate lawns and landscaping options for lawn alternatives.
40/90

90/100

85/100

70/90

15/85

50/75

100/100

100/100

70/100

90/95

Integrated pest management step-by-step methods to management pests using the least toxic
means.
10/50

90/100

85/100

80/90

50/50

40/50

100/100

80/80

100/100

40/85

Creating wildlife habitat and supporting biodiversity in plants, animals, and beneficial insects.
10/70

90/100

85/100

50/80

10/90

70/75

100/100

80/80

70/100

50/75

3) Rate the change in your SKILLS as a result of the hands-on activities and landscape tours.

The landscape tours stimulated ideas for how to renovate my landscape to be more sustainable.
10/70

50/100

75/80

70/90

20/80

50/65

100/100

70/90

50/100

65/100

60/75

100/100

70/80

5/65

40/85

60/75

100/100

70/80

5/75

40/85

Drawing a basic site plan showing existing conditions.
10/80

50/95

75/95

90/95

20/100

Performing a site analysis of my property.
10/80

80/100

75/95

50/80

100/100

Generating and evaluating conceptual plans of possible sustainable site design changes.
10/80

50/100

75/100

50/80

0/100

50/80

100/100

70/90

5/75

45/90

Creating a landscape master plan showing the environmentally informed changes I plan to make.
10/80

50/100

75/100

50/80

0/100

60/75

100/100

70/90

0/75

50/90

0/75

40/85

Creating a scaled drawing and planting plan for individual landscape beds.
10/80

50/100

75/100

50/80

4) Rate your level of COMMITMENT.

0/100

65/80

100/100

70/90

Mark the most appropriate response
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This class has influenced my resolve to take actions that
will protect human and environmental health.
I intend to apply the strategies presented in this class to
the design and management of my landscape.
I am confident that I can discuss sustainable landscape
concepts to friends and neighbors.
I am convinced that I can positively impact environmental
issues by my landscape choices and maintenance
practices.

1 Strongly disagree

1 Strongly disagree

2

2

3

4

5 Strongly agree

#1

#1

#8

3

4

5 Strongly agree

#10
1 Strongly disagree

1 Strongly disagree

2

2

3

4

5 Strongly agree

#2

#3

#5

4

5 Strongly agree

#1

#9

3

4) Your comments are always appreciated. Please make suggestions for improving the class.

1. Excellent class, I’m inspired to work on my landscaping. Presenters helped me put
knowledge into action.
2. Thanks for doing this amazing class.
3. Pretty much already knowledgeable and employing them myself, but more resources to help
my kids in new yard in Sunnyland neighborhood.
4. This class was most enjoyable and informative especially appreciate resources and handouts.
5. Class gives good access ideas for resources.
6. I anticipate learning to continue as a result of this class providing excellent tools.
7. What was new to me was how knowledge related specifically to the Pacific NW. I’m new to
this area. On-going, expect to improve – selection of appropriate plants, using native plants,
low impact maintenance, and creating habitat.
8. Know how to look at more landscapes with an informed eye.
9. Strategies for being convincing to devil’s advocates.
10. Address specific landscape designs for seniors to age in place, ie plant heights, vision issues,
economic factors.
11. Consider not creating, but rather reducing animal habitat for keeping unwelcome crittersdogs, cats, wolves, coyotes, elk)
12. Shrubs for privacy that will not take over but act as hedgerow-native if possible.
13. Start classes after rush hour with time planning for a box lunch from home.
14. Class provided lots of good resources for study. Presentations were a good introduction to
the resources, which I will use for the implementation of my plans.
15. Table of contents with page numbers for manual
16. Put PP on the class CD
17. Great !!! class. Thank you
18. Many more would love to take this class – if they known about it earlier.
19. Not much I can add – class was excellent and inspirational.
20. If it could be longer – that would be great, but that’s my only recommendation.
21. Thank you.
22. Love the combination of lectures and tours.
23. Hands-on drawings of site, 2 conceptual plans excellent.
24. Great class!
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25. Improvements would be group breakouts for tours, actual design, soil prep, plant selection,
installation, drip system from RW tanks to tie it all together.
26. Thank you.
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Appendix III: 2012 Class Best Management Practices

NEW PLEDGES

ALREADY DID

SEPTEMBER 2012 GARDENING GREEN: Best Management Practices Pledges

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT
1

7

Maintain 3 or more layers of canopy cover in landscape beds.

4

2

Plant more trees including conifers.

3

4

Locate landscape beds or French drains to intercept runoff at the base of slopes.

1

4

Locate landscape beds to capture runoff from lawn areas.

3

6

Locate landscape beds (can be on mounded soil) around the property perimeter to create a final barrier to run-off.

1

6

Direct run-off from impervious surfaces to densely vegetated landscape beds with healthy soil that can infiltrate it.

1

4

Remove impervious surfaces & replace them with pervious ones.

0

2

Moderate steep slopes with terracing to slow down run-off & allow the soil to absorb it & prevent erosion.

3

3

Put French drains under your paths, especially in established landscapes or lawns to enhance infiltration.

1

2

Put curves in paths that go downhill to slow rainwater runoff so it can be absorbed into the soil.

4

4

Expand the size of densely vegetated landscape beds to reduce lawn area.

3

5

Create native plant buffers near all water resources.

6

2

Create a woodland area.

1

0

Infiltrate run-off from vegetable gardens, covered compost piles & dog kennels to capture nutrients in run-off.

1

5

Install a dry well, dispersion trench, French drain, seasonal pond or rain garden to infiltrate rooftop storm water.

4

4

Reduce or eliminate your lawn.

3

4

Install a rain barrel or cistern for storm water reuse in landscape.

40

64

Subtotal
PROTECT HEALTHY SOIL FUNCTION

5

3

Compost yard wastes for reuse on landscape beds.

3

8

Mimic nature by leaving plant litter where it falls for self-sustaining soil health in permanent landscape beds.

4

5

Top-dress soil with compost covered by woody mulch to improve soil function.

1

4

Till in 2-3” compost (depth of 8”) in areas of severely damaged soil from compaction

1

6

Inoculate native plant beds with mycorrhizae.

5

7

Maintain a woody mulch cover on all landscape beds to protect soil.

4

4

Create pervious paths that are separate from planting areas even through lawn areas to prevent soil compaction.

8

3

Feed the soil, not the plants. Reduce/eliminate fertilizer use.

31

40

Subtotal
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RIGHT PLANT / RIGHT PLACE / RIGHT TECHIQUES
4

6

Group plants by sun exposure and watering needs to reduce plant stress & maintenance.

4

4

Use native plants as the backbone of the landscape.

3

7

Inspect plants for diseases, pests, & root problems before purchase.

2

9

Use the right planting techniques.

6

4

Select plants adapted to your climatic zone for hardiness.

1

10

Plan for mature size of plants to reduce pruning.

20

40

Subtotal

2

5

Establish pathways through lawn areas to reduce soil compaction.

5

4

Allow lawns to go dormant in the dry season.

0

1

Use eco-lawn as turf alternative.

1

2

Use only phosphorus-free fertilizer.

5

3

Hand weed lawn or tolerate a few weeds (no weed & feed).

0

2

Aerate compacted lawns & add a little compost.

2

3

Limit lawn watering to 1” per week including rainwater or less

15

20

Subtotal

Already Did

New Pledges

LOW IMPACT LAWN CARE

WATER CONSERVATION
1

4

Separate lawn irrigation system from irrigation for trees and shrubs, which need much less frequent watering.

7

5

Use smart watering techniques – water in the mornings, water deeply and infrequently to encourage root growth.

1

6

Use drip irrigation to water only landscape plants not weeds.

2

5

Use soaker hoses instead of overhead sprinklers.

3

5

Plant drought tolerant plants.

0

6

Inspect automatic irrigation systems for leaks and adjust sprinkler head direction each monthly. Use a moisture

0

3

sensor rather than a timer to operate the system.

3

8

Reduce need for irrigation by using 3” of mulch and planting 3 or more layers of canopy cover in all landscape beds.

17

42

Subtotal
LOW IMPACT MAINTENANCE & INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT

7

3

Eliminate the use of cosmetic pesticides such as herbicides used for appearance not plant needs.

6

4

Reduce the use of all pesticides. Select pest and disease resistant native or plants that are well adapted to region.

5

4

Do not fertilize woody plants unless they have been diagnosed as deficient. Use phosphorus-free fertilizer.

3

6

Regularly monitor landscape for pests. Hand pick while infestations are small.
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5

4

Have pests & diseases correctly identified by Master Gardeners at WSU Extension.

6

3

Only use slug bait that is safe for pets & wildlife.

5

5

Practice tolerance for minor infestations that cover less than 30% of the plant.

5

6

Manage not control of pests and diseases. Practice I.P.M.

5

7

Remove diseased plants (Clean Green) rather than using pesticides.

3

6

Pay attention to “signal words” on pesticides. Use and dispose of according to manufacturer's directions.

7

4

Hand weed and mulch to reduce weed seed germination.

57

53

Subtotal
SUPPORT BIODIVERSITY

4

7

Create a wildlife habitat sanctuary to address the decline in bird, amphibian, and beneficial insect species.

5

5

Grow a species rich landscape of regional native plants to address the loss of local flora.

6

6

Do not grow noxious weeds or aggressive exotic plants that can escape and crowd out native species.

15

18

Subtotal
REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION

7

5

Use hand tools or electric power tools whenever possible and reduce use of gas powered equipment.

3

3

Use motion detectors to activate outdoor lights rather than timers.

2

3

Plant buffers to block northeast winds in the winter to lower heating needs.

2

5

Plant deciduous shade trees on the south & west sides to cool the house & impervious surfaces.

14

16

Subtotal

209 Total BMP's used before taking class
293 Total NEW BMP's pledged due to information learned in class
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Appendix IV: Most Frequently Adopted Best Management Practices 2010-2012

GARDENING GREEN CLASS - BMP's SUMMARY 2010-2012
31 RESPONDANTS

MOST FREQUENTLY ADOPTED BMP's
STUDENTS

Includes BMP's that students did prior to taking the class AND their new pledges after taking the class.

75-100% 50-74% 25-49% 0-24%

31

100%

Expand the size of densely vegetated landscape beds to reduce lawn area.

30

97%

Maintain a woody mulch cover on all landscape beds to protect soil.

29

94%

Use smart watering techniques – water in the mornings, water deeply and infrequently to encourage root growth.

29

94%

Do not grow noxious weeds or aggressive exotic plants that can escape and crowd out native species.

28

90%

Plan for mature size of plants to reduce pruning.

28

90%

Reduce need for irrigation by using 3” of mulch and planting 3 or more layers of canopy cover in all landscape beds.

27

87%

Mimic nature by leaving plant litter where it falls for self-sustaining soil health in permanent landscape beds.

27

87%

Top-dress soil with compost covered by woody mulch to improve soil function.

27

87%

Feed the soil, not the plants. Reduce/eliminate fertilizer use.

27

87%

Use the right planting techniques.

27

87%

Eliminate the use of cosmetic pesticides such as herbicides used for appearance not plant needs.

27

87%

Remove diseased plants (Clean Green) rather than using pesticides.

27

87%

Hand weed and mulch to reduce weed seed germination.

27

87%

Create a wildlife habitat sanctuary to address the decline in bird, amphibian, and beneficial insect species.

26

84%

Compost yard wastes for reuse on landscape beds.

26

84%

Inspect plants for diseases, pests, & root problems before purchase.

26

84%

Plant drought tolerant plants.

26

84%

Reduce the use of all pesticides. Select pest and disease resistant native or plants that are well adapted to region.

26

84%

Grow a species rich landscape of regional native plants to address the loss of local flora.

25

81%

Allow lawns to go dormant in the dry season.

25

81%

Hand weed lawn or tolerate a few weeds (no weed & feed).

24

77%

Group plants by sun exposure and watering needs to reduce plant stress & maintenance.

24

77%

Use native plants as the backbone of the landscape.

24

77%

Select plants adapted to your climatic zone for hardiness.

24

77%

Use hand tools or electric power tools whenever possible and reduce use of gas powered equipment.

23

74%

Maintain 3 or more layers of canopy cover in landscape beds.

23

74%

Use soaker hoses instead of overhead sprinklers.
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23

74%

Do not fertilize woody plants unless they have been diagnosed as deficient. Use phosphorus-free fertilizer.

22

71%

Install a rain barrel or cistern for storm water reuse in landscape.

22

71%

Only use slug bait that is safe for pets & wildlife.

22

71%

Practice tolerance for minor infestations that cover less than 30% of the plant.

22

71%

Manage not control of pests and diseases. Practice I.P.M.

21

68%

Reduce or eliminate your lawn.

20

65%

Locate landscape beds or French drains to intercept runoff at the base of slopes.

20

65%

Establish pathways through lawn areas to reduce soil compaction.

20

65%

Regularly monitor landscape for pests. Hand pick while infestations are small.

20

65%

Pay attention to “signal words” on pesticides. Use and dispose of according to manufacturer's directions.

19

61%

Create pervious paths that are separate from planting areas even through lawn areas to prevent soil compaction.

19

61%

Limit lawn watering to 1” per week including rainwater or less

19

61%

Have pests & diseases correctly identified by Master Gardeners at WSU Extension.

18

58%

Locate landscape beds (can be on mounded soil) around the property perimeter to create a final barrier to run-off.

18

58%

Use only phosphorus-free fertilizer.

17

55%

Create native plant buffers near all water resources.

17

55%

Create a woodland area.

16

52%

Direct run-off from impervious surfaces to densely vegetated landscape beds with healthy soil that can infiltrate it.

16

52%

Use drip irrigation to water only landscape plants not weeds.

15

48%

Inoculate native plant beds with mycorrhizae.

14

45%

Plant more trees including conifers.

14

45%

Locate landscape beds to capture runoff from lawn areas.

14

45%

Install a dry well, dispersion trench, French drain, seasonal pond or rain garden to infiltrate rooftop storm water.

14

45%

Use motion detectors to activate outdoor lights rather than timers.

13

42%

Till in 2-3” compost (depth of 8”) in areas of severely damaged soil from compaction

13

42%

Remove impervious surfaces & replace them with pervious ones.

12

39%

Put curves in paths that go downhill to slow rainwater runoff so it can be absorbed into the soil.

12

39%

Plant deciduous shade trees on the south & west sides to cool the house & impervious surfaces.

10

32%

Put French drains under your paths, especially in established landscapes or lawns to enhance infiltration.

10

32%

Separate lawn irrigation system from irrigation for trees and shrubs, which need much less frequent watering.

9

29%

Plant buffers to block northeast winds in the winter to lower heating needs.

8

26%

Moderate steep slopes with terracing to slow down run-off & allow the soil to absorb it & prevent erosion.

8

26%

Aerate compacted lawns & add a little compost.

7

23%

Inspect automatic irrigation systems for leaks and adjust sprinkler head direction each monthly. Use a moisture

6

19%

Infiltrate run-off from vegetable gardens, covered compost piles & dog kennels to capture nutrients in run-off.
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5

16%

Use eco-lawn as turf alternative.
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